
Information from You 

Sequoiahub Private Limited is the approved owner of the brand grocerson.com and the site grocerson.com. This 

Privacy Policy gives minimally the manner in which your data is assembled and used by Sequoiahub Private 

Limited on the Site. As a visitor to the Site/Customer you are urged to please examine the Privacy Policy 

mindfully. By getting to the organizations gave by the Site you agree to the grouping and use of your data by 

Sequoiahub Private Limited in the manner gave in this Privacy Policy. 

Services  

As a part of the selection cycle on the Site, Sequoiahub Private Limited may assemble the information about you: 

Name, email, contact, Postal code, Demographic profile (age, sexual direction, occupation, address, etc.) and 

information about the pages on the site you visit/access, the associations you click on the site, the events you 

access the page and any such scrutinizing information. 

Privileges  

Sequoiahub Private Limited honour’s you a confined sub-license to get to and use this website page and not to 

download (other than page saving) or modify it, or any piece of it, beside with express made consent out of 

Sequoiahub Private Limited. This grant rejects any resale or business usage of this site or its substance; any 

grouping and use of anything postings, portrayals, or costs; any auxiliary use of this page or its substance; any 

downloading or copying of record information to support another seller; or any use of data mining, robots, or 

equivalent data social event and extraction mechanical assemblies. This site or any aspect of this site may not be 

imitated, replicated, copied, sold, traded, visited, or regardless abused for any business reason without express 

made consent out of Sequoiahub Private Limited. You may not blueprint or utilize keeping methods to encase 

any brand name, logo, or other prohibitive information (tallying pictures, text, page plan, or sort) of the Site or of 

Sequoiahub Private Limited and its branches without express formed consent. You may not use any meta marks 

or some other "covered substance" utilizing the Site's or Sequoiahub Private Limited's name or brand names 

without the express made consent out of Sequoiahub Private Limited. Any unapproved use closes the approval 

or grant permitted by Sequoiahub Private Limited 

Profile & Details 

Everything clients require to enlist and login for putting orders on the Site. You need to provide your details 

appropriate for purchases as well as exchanges from the site. By consenting to the terms and conditions, the client 

agrees to get restricted time correspondence and notices upon enrolment. The customer can stop either by pulling 

back in "My Profile" or by arriving at the customer help. 

Pricing & Cost Deferment  

All the items enlisted on the Site will be sold maximum at MRP aside from if regardless demonstrated. The costs 

referred to at the hour of mentioning will be the costs charged on the date of the transport. Disregarding the way 

that expenses of an enormous part of the things don't differ reliably yet a segment of the items and new food 

costs do change reliably. If the expenses are higher or lower on the date of transport not additional charges will 

be accumulated or limited as the case may be at the hour of the movement of the solicitation. 

Order Management by SPL / Customers 

As a customer you can drop your solicitation at whatever point up to the specified time for which you have 

presented a solicitation from our website & application or by calling our customer services. In such a case we will 

limit any portions recently made by you for the solicitation. If we theorize any beguiling trade by any customer 

or any trade which challenges the terms and conditions of using the site, we at our sole reasonability would have 

the authority to drop such. We will keep up a relevant overview of such trade and customers and would deny 

permission to them or drop any solicitations set by them. 

 

 

 

 



 

Your View and Suggestion  

All surveys, remarks, criticism, postcards, proposals, thoughts, and different entries uncovered, submitted or 

offered to the Site on or by this Site or in any case unveiled, submitted or offered regarding your utilization of 

this Site (on the whole, the "Remarks") will be and remain the property of GROCERSON. Such divulgence, 

accommodation or offer of any Comments will comprise a task to GROCERSON of every single overall right, 

titles and interests in all copyrights and other scholarly properties in the Comments. Accordingly, GROCERSON 

possesses only all such rights, titles and interests and will not be restricted at all in its utilization, business or 

something else, of any Comments. GROCERSON will be qualified for use, recreate, unveil, change, adjust, make 

subordinate works from, distribute, show and disseminate any Comments you submit for any reason at all, 

without limitation and without repaying you in any capacity. GROCERSON is and will be under no commitment 

(1) to keep up any Comments in certainty; (2) to pay you any pay for any Comments; or (3) to react to any 

Comments. You concur that any Comments presented by you to the Site won't abuse this approach or any 

privilege of any outsider, including copyright, brand name, security or other individual or restrictive right(s), and 

won't make injury any individual or element. You further concur that no Comments put together by you to the 

Website will be or contain derogatory or in any case unlawful, compromising, damaging or indecent material, or 

contain programming infections, political battling, business sales, networking letters, mass mailings or any type 

of "spam". If you don't mind note all audits presented by clients are liable to checks and control by our substance 

Team. GROCERSON holds the rights to direct just as distribute/not distribute the audits. GROCERSON holds 

the rights to request or retain surveys and evaluations with no obligation. GROCERSON claim all authority to 

acknowledge, reject, moderate, screen and alter or eliminate any remark. You award GROCERSON the option to 

utilize the name that you submit regarding any Comments. You make a deal to avoid utilizing a bogus email 

address, mimic any individual or element, or in any case delude concerning the cause of any Comments you 

submit. You are and will remain exclusively liable for the substance of any Comments you make, and you 

consent to reimburse GROCERSON and its partners for all cases coming about because of any Comments you 

submit. GROCERSON and its offshoots assume no liability and expect no risk for any Comments presented by 

you or any outsider. 

 


